Prospects For Floating Island On Exhibition At Rogers Building

Projects for "The Heidt Floats and the Atlantic," executed by the French architect, M. Bevan, who is in the United States on a lecture tour, have been arranged for an exhibition at Rogers this week and will be on view on Tuesdays. The models have been designed to give a large perspective view of the "island." It exists at present as a painting by Charles Maurasia, and as a drawing by J. L. V. D. and a photograph of the "island," and as a working plan for the living and working quarters.

The artist's object is to cover the entire three thousand acres with a floating island and to cover the same with a thin film of water by using unextracted groundworks.

CHEMICALS INSPECT ORS SET TO VISIT

About twenty-five members of the Chemical Society visited the Lever Brothers Works at New Jersey yesterday afternoon. The party was conducted through the plant by the general manager, and a large number of samples of the raw material to the final product was shown. The plant is located about three miles from the Memphis, Tennessee, river, and is one of the largest in the United States.

Stop is made in this plant from 10 to 11 o'clock, and all members of the party visited the various departments and looked over the tanks together. About 85 per cent of the operations in the factory are said to be conducted in old way.

The research work on solution, washed and purified with the aid of the chemicals, was shown, and members of this section were very much interested in the recovery of the raw materials. Combinations of the chemicals with the glass and the water in the tanks together. Above 80 per cent of the operations in the factory are said to be conducted in old way.
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